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SWAMIYAR MADOM
SREERAMA HANUMAD DEVASTHANAM

Swamiyarmathas are the headquarters of the
apostate monks. The monastic community exists for the
sake of the world and the glory of mankind. Kottayam
Thirunakkara Thrikkaikattu Swamiyar Madom was
established by Thodakacharya, a disciple of Srimad
Shankaracharya.

Tanur Thrikkaikattu Madom in Malappuram district
was the headquarters of the disciples of
Thodakacharya’s series. Over time, a monastery and a
temple dedicated to Lord Rama were built in the land
of Kottayam with the blessings of the King of
Thekkumkur. Thrikkaikattu Madom is the legacy of the
Madom among the Adi Shankara series in Thrissur. The
name Brahmananda Tirtha is added to the name of the
great saint here. Thrikkaikattu Madom and Sri Rama
Hanumadha Temple are located in the heart of
Kottayam, near the Thirunakkara Sri Mahadeva Temple
and Sri Krishnaswamy Temple

SWAMIYAR MADOM CHARITABLE TRUST
Swamiyar Madom Charitable Trust was initiated by
Swamiyar Madom,Kottayam to extend  its educational,
social & charitable activities for a larger population.
Swamiyar Madom charitable Trust was registered under
indian Trusts Act of 1882 at Kottayam with Reg.No .42/
IV/D/2017 on 16 February 2017. Since then, the
organization is dedicated its services to promote Indian
Culture &Arts, Sanskrit language, teaching
methodologies besides to promote, facilitate conduct
and co-ordinate social actions and programs for the
emancipation and uplift of the weaker sections those
socially challenged and discriminated against on the
grounds of gender, caste and creed. Swamiyar Madom
Charitable Trust  is also very much involved in the
protection of environment endangered by unwise
exploitation of the natural resources and unbridled
production of pollutants ,waste and emission of green
house gases rooting  for global warming and climate
change by human activities.
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Srimad Achuthabharathi Swamiyar
Madom in Charge
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Vision
Promotion of just and humane
society based on human values of
equality, dignity, fraternity
and peace.

Mission
To upheld the human dignity
of the marginalized, oppressed
and disadvantaged people the
process of socio –cultural value
additions, spiritual, economic
empowerment providing
sustainable development
for all.

Areas of
Intervention

Education
Livelihood
Arts & Culture
Personality development
Promotion of Sanskrit
Healthcare Environment
Yoga
Indian culture

Modes of Intervention
Teaching
Training
Research Documentation
Audio/video presentation
Publishing
Financial Assistance
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1. SRI SANKARA BALAVIKAS

2.  BHAGAVAD GITA CLASSES
Bhagavad Gita, the world renowned book which shows
how to find out the path for the ultimate goal of life

Sri Sankara Bala Vikas is a program designed aiming
at the integrated development of the children .the
children are trained in ancient story telling & Veda

3. MADURAM MALAYALAM PROGRAM
Children are encouraged to learn the
mother tongue Malayalam through
Maduram Malayalam program. The
children are encouraged to read
Malayalam newspapers, story books
and other literary works .The children
are getting opportunities to meet and
interact with renowned poets, story
writers ,journalists etc of Malayalam
language.

Chanting. The classes are conducted on every Sunday
from 8 am to 9 am.
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while living in this world, is taught in this session. Classes
are conducted on every Tuesday evening from 5.30 P.M
to 6.30 P.M

4. SANSKRIT CLASSES BY PRASARAM SAMSKRITA SAMAJAM
Sanskrit is not a mere language, it is a culture. It

is not merely a communication medium; it
represents a culture of people of our country.
Sanskrit is the key to learn Indian Heritage and
culture. The study of this holy language leads to
cultural prosperity. “Prasaram Samskrita Samajam”
which  was  formed in the year 2009  conducts

Sanskrit classes on  every Saturday from 2pm to 5
pm. Prasaram Samskrita Samajam had its humble
beginning with the sole purpose of propagating
Sanskrit language among all people irrespective of
age, class, caste or creed. For the past thirteen
years, more than 2000 students learn Sanskrit in
this school. This study enables them to improve
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their knowledge and culture.  The course is designed for
three years.

In the first year of study, the learners are taught from
the alphabets to basic grammar and sentence formation,
Sidharupa and the world of poetry is introduced during this
stage. From the second year onwards, grammar, prose,
literature, kavya, nataka, prose etc. are introduced along
with history of Sanskrit literature, visions and Amarakosa
(Sanskrit dictionary).

The year wise syllabus of the course is given below:

Dr. P.V. Viswanathan Namboodiri
Dr. C.T. Francis
Dr. Prasanna Antharjanam
Dr. C.N. Ratnam
Dr. E.N. Narayanan
Dr. K.N. Harikrishna Sarma
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III  Year
Reghuvamsam-2
Meghasandesam
Naishadham-1
Sakunthalam
Tharkasamgraham
Magham-1

IV Year
Naishadham-2
Naatyasasthram
Sooryasathakam
Vivekachoodamani
Sreekrishnakarnamrutham
MelputhurPrabandham

1 Year
Reghuvamsam-1
Bharathasamgraham
Kumarasambhavam-3
Subhashitham
Samskrutha Subodhini
V ishnu Padadikesa
Sthuthi

II Year
Swapnavasavadatham
Tharkasamgraham
Reghuvamsam-6
Magham-1
Sreekrishnavilasam-3
Meghasandesam

Prasaram is equipped with three big class
rooms with desks and chairs for the students
and all other modern amenities. Prasaram
classes are conducting in online platforms
also .The faculty members are well qualified
(all are Ph. D holders in Sanskrit) and with
long teaching experience. The list of the
faculty members is given below:
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5. PUBLICATION OF SANSKRIT
BOOKS

Our Library & publication division has
published the following titles of books so far.

1. Soundarya laharee
2. Vishnu Sahasra Namam
3. Narayaneeyam
4. Sukamrutham
5. Kumarasambhavam
6. Sreechinha Kavyam
7. Sanathana Sudha
8. Manasa Pooja
9. Njanappana

8.  HEALTH AWARENESS PROGRAMS & FREE MEDICAL CHECK UPS

6. TRAINING IN YOGA

Yoga provides longevity and health. This system of
exercise is adopted world-over with respect.
Classes are conducted on daily basis and two classes
are conducted daily .in the morning from 5.A.M
onwards and in the evening from 4 P.M onwards .

7. EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE/SCHOLARSHIP DISTRIBUTION

 Children from poor families are supported with
financial assistance to continue their studies.
Meritorious students are felicitated with

scholarships and  help them to scale heights in their
career if necessary by proper   guidance and
counselling
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JNANADANAM: among the various forms of
donations, Jnanadana (imparting knowledge) is
the supreme. Erosion of values is the basic cause
of many disasters in human life. Jnanadana is a
method to offset this. The program is this- buy
any book, write your name and submit at the
sanctum sanctorum.  It will be given to any other
interested person from the reading arena. They
are sure to read it any day and get knowledge.
When  individuals progress, the society is also
bound to progress.

10. CONSTRUCTION OF HOUSES FOR POOR
Homeless are many in the society.
Swamiyar Madom Charitable Trust
has involved in the construction and
donating houses to homeless even
though it has financial constraints.

9. MANAVASEVA, MADHAVASEVA
‘Be the guiding light to at least one person through
Jnanadana and make your life worthwhile and
divine’.
‘Knowledge about the Omniscient God is not
enough; He should be loved and worshipped. It is
possible only through serving the fellow beings. In
order to make these words of the wise and the
great people practical, Swamiyar Madom
Charitable Trust has come out with the following
program. DAILY MEALS PROGRAM

Rice and other provisions required for one month
is supplied to deserving households from the
Swamiyar Madom Charitable Trust with the
support of benevolent people.  Occasionally some
generous donors sponsor this activity too .People
are encouraged to contribute a  small amount
which can be saved from the expenses in
connection with the celebrations of special
occasions at their homes and this savings can be
used for ‘annadana program’. Currently 99
families are benefited out of this program.
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13. IGP- MOVABLE MINI SHOPS
 Donated five Movable Mini Shops to needy and underprivileged people for sustainable income generation
activities.

12. WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
& LIVELIHOOD PROGRAMS11. CONSTRUCTION OF BRIDGE

A small bridge constructed to connect two areas of
Aymanam village at Kottayam

To create sustainable livelihood and  woman
empowerment, Swamiyar Madom Charitable Trust
donated Sewing machines to needy women groups
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Visit of Dignitaries

Sanitizers and masks were supplied to different
nongovernmental organisations at the peak of
Covid 19 Pandemic .Food provisions were done to
needy people that time too.

16. ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION

Planting of trees especially medicinal plants are
encouraged by Swamiyar Madom Charitable Trust. In
the Trust premises, varieties of plants are already
planted as part of environment protection activities.
Besides children are encouraged to plant more trees at
their homes and schools

Guru Kalamandalam Gopi at the inauguration
ceremony of new library at the Trust Premises

The presence of Kummanom Rajashekaran ,
Former Governor of Mizoram at the trust office.

15. COVID 19 ASSISTANCE

14. DRINKING WATER SUPPLY

For the past four years, drinking water supply and
water tanks were provided for the poor families in

Kottayam areas at the time of scarcity of drinking
water in summer season.
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SWAMIYAR MADOM CHARITABLE TRUST
MANAGING COMMITTEE
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Donations to Swamiyar Madom Charitable Trust are tax exempted under 80G of Act 1961.
For donations, funds transfer can be made through the following bank Account

Bank Account Details
Account Name: Swamiyar Madom charitable Trust, Account Number: 1523101021578,

Bank: Canara Bank, Branch: Kottayam ,Temple Road Branch, IFSC :CNRB0001523

MAHESH K., Manager
Mob: 9447355925

Madhusoodanan C P
President

9446201005

Parameswaran T. S. 
Vice President
9446571073

S. Sankaranarayana Ayyar
Secretary

9349527765

N. Somasekharan
Joint Secretary
9447301989

Srikumar B.
Treasurer

9447367058

Dr. P.V. Viswanathan
Namboothiri

Director (Prasaram)
9349507932

Dr.K.N. Harikrishna Sarma
Joint Director
(Prasaram)

9847598896

M.V.Narayanan
Namboothiri

Director (Charity)
9249417141

M.B. Vinodkumar
Joint Director

(Charity)
9400433043

GopalakrishnanNair P.G.
Joint Director

(Cultural Activities)
9633490499

Shylesh E.N. 
Director

(Cultural Activities)
9446362358

Sankaranarayanan
Namboothiri K.

Director (Publication)
9400220088

Arun Vasudevan
Joint Director
(Publication)
9746123546 
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